We study gravity with torsion in extra dimensions and derive an effective four-dimensional theory containing four-fermion contact operators at the fundamental scale of quantum gravity in the TeV range. These operators may have an impact on the low-energy observables and can manifest themselves or can be constrained in precision measurements. We calculate possible contributions of these operators to some observables at the one-loop level. We show that the existing precision data on the lepton decay mode of Zboson set limits on the fundamental scale of the gravity and compactification radius, which are more stringent than the limits previously derived in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has proved to be a very successful and predictive framework. Moreover, recently, the ATLAS and CMS experiments discovered a new particle with the approximate mass of 125.6 GeV, which is consistent with the long-awaited last missing element of the SM, the Higgs boson [1, 2] . Nevertheless, this anticipated triumph leaves open many basic questions, which do not allow qualifying the SM as a true fundamental theory, but as a low-energy effective framework. Among these open questions, the huge hierarchy between the electroweak and gravitational scales and the lack of compatibility with gravity are specially important. Although there exists in the literature many proposals for the solution of the hierarchy problem, it is remarkable that two of the most popular, supersymmetry and extra dimensions, are intimately related to gravity.
There have been many efforts undertaken in the past toward a deeper understanding of gravity from different perspectives. One of these is to consider gravity as a gauge theory. In fact, the conventional Einstein-Hilbert Theory (EHT) of gravity can be interpreted as a gauge theory of the Lorentz group [3] [4] [5] . On the other hand, classification of particles with definite mass and spin is given in flat Minkowski spacetime in terms of irreducible representations of the Poincaré group. Nonetheless, attempts to construct a gauge theory for the Poincaré group in four dimensions have failed [6] [7] [8] [9] .
An alternative view of the EHT is to consider it according to a first-order formalism, where the affine connection and the metric are independent variables. In cases where the connection has a nonvanishing antisymmetric part (called torsion), this theory is known as the EinsteinCartan Theory (ECT) of gravity [10] [11] [12] . In the pure gravity case, the torsion's presence does not affect the well-known predictions of the EHT. However, coupling fermionic matter to ECT gives rise to new interactions * o.castillo.felisola@gmail.com † cristobal.corral@postgrado.usm.cl ‡ sergey.kovalenko@usm.cl § ivan.schmidt@usm.cl of the four-fermion type (see Refs. [6, [13] [14] [15] ), absent in the EHT, due to the spin-torsion interaction. Cosmological or experimental manifestations of these interactions would allow discriminating between these two theories. However, within the minimal torsional generalization in four-dimensional spacetime, the gravity effects in particle interactions at low energies are highly suppressed by the inverse squared of the Planck mass (M Pl ∼ 10
19
GeV), making them experimentally unobservable. On the other hand, the key point of the extradimensional scenarios [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for the solution of the hierarchy problem is the reduction of the fundamental gravity scale down to the TeV range. This implies that the gravity-induced interactions, in particular those which originate from the torsion, become phenomenologically important. In fact, the possibility of observation of the torsion-induced interactions has already been addressed in the literature [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
In the present paper, we study some phenomenological implications of the torsion-induced four-fermion interactions (TFFIs) in extra dimensions. Specifically, we explore one-loop observables within an effective fourdimensional theory derived from the extra-dimensional one. We focus on the TFFIs contribution to the Z-boson interaction with fermions. Using the existing data on precision tests of the SM [26, 27] , we extract a stringent limit on the fundamental scale of gravity.
The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II we briefly summarize the Cartan-Einstein formalism. In Sec. III we present an extra-dimensional scenario with torsional gravity and derive the corresponding effective four-dimensional theory. In Sec. IV, data on precision measurement of the Z-boson decay rate to the electronpositron pair are used to constraint the parameters of the extra-dimensional theory. We conclude with Sec. V, summarizing and discussing our results, as well as some uncovered aspects of TFFIs phenomenology.
II. EINSTEIN-CARTAN GRAVITY COUPLED WITH FERMIONS
Within the framework of first-order formalism, spin connection and vielbeins are independent fields, and torarXiv:1405.0397v2 [hep-ph] 20 Jun 2014 sion might not vanish. Including torsion implies the existence of an antisymmetric part of the affine connection
where hatted indices denote coordinates on a Ddimensional spacetime (M), endowed with a metriĉ gμν(x), related to the vielbeins,êâ µ (x), viâ
and ηâb = diag (−, +, . . . , +) is the D-dimensional Minkowski metric on the tangent space, T x M. In differential forms, torsion and curvature are defined in terms of the vielbeins and spin connection through the Cartan structure equations,
whereêâ andωâĉ are the vielbein and spin connection 1-forms, whileTâ andRâb are the torsion and curvature 2-forms, which are used to write the ECT of gravity. The fermionic matter is introduced via the minimal coupling procedure by defining the covariant derivative for fermions
that keeps invariant the Dirac action under local Lorentz transformation. Above, we used the inverse vielbein,
, and in general,
. In the context of the ECT, we are considering the following action (the bold symbols represent differential forms):
where κ
, with G * and M * the analog of the Newtonian gravity constant and the reduced Planck mass in D dimensions. In the fermionic sector,
is the Dirac adjoint. The r index indicates the fermion specie (to be clarified below). γ = γâeâ is the gamma matrix 1-form, and D = Dâeâ. The symbol denotes Hodge duality. In principle , some of the fermion masses could be the result of spontaneous symmetry breaking, in particular, the usual electroweak symmetry breaking. As we comment below, the origin of the fermion masses does not matter for the present analysis.
The equations of motion are found from the principle of least action and yield
whereTâb is the energy-momentum tensor of fermions andKâbĉ is the contorsion tensor. From Eq. (3), the spin connection can be split into a torsion-free part plus the contorsionωμâb =ωμâb +Kμâb (9) and additionallyTâ =Kâb ∧êb.
The equation of motion for the spin connection [Eq. (8)] is algebraic, and therefore, it can be substituted into the initial action in order to eliminate the torsion, which acts in this model as an auxiliary field. Toward this end, it is convenient to separate the torsion in Eq. (6) by the following decompositionŝ
where as before the circled quantities are torsion free.
Integrating out the torsion in Eq. (6), one finds the action
with a contact four-fermion interaction, whose presence is a peculiar prediction of the ECT. The following two features of the TFFIs should be highlighted. First, they conserve lepton flavors due to the flavor blindness of gravity. Second, fermions in these interactions are flavor paired due to the fact that the torsion-fermion interactions arise from the kinetic term of the Dirac action.
Another comment is also in order. In the torsional extensions of gravity, the measure is not unique. Here we consider the minimal version of the ECT with the standard measure, although more general theories can be constructed if quadratic terms in the torsion are taken into account (see Ref. [28] [29] [30] [31] ). Within this framework, gauge fields do not couple to the torsion at the classical level. This is because the one-form gauge fields are singlets of local Lorentz transformations and no covariant derivative is needed (for more details see Ref. [32] ). Gauge invariance of the theory in this case is also guaranteed [13] . Demanding gauge invariance for fermions, the covariant derivative from Eq. (5) will be shifted by gauge connectionsV Â µ , in order to keep the action invariant under such transformation, and then interactions between fermions and gauge bosons will arise. However, the complete implementation of gauge symmetry, in particular, the SM gauge symmetry, into the gravity framework is a nontrivial subject of special study, which we do not pretend to in the present paper.
III. EXTRA-DIMENSIONS SCENARIO
A distinctive feature of the ECT is the presence of the four-fermion contact operators discussed in the previous section. Their manifestation in particle interactions could provide evidence of the spacetime torsion. However, as seen from Eq. (13), these operators are suppressed by the inverse of the squared Planck mass, leaving them experimentally unreachable. The situation may dramatically change in extra dimensions, where the fundamental Planck scale can be reduced down to the TeV range. Specific extra-dimensional scenarios have been proposed as a solution of the hierarchy problem. The most popular are those with more than two compact extra dimensions, proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali [16] [17] [18] and with only one but large extra dimension of Randall and Sundrum [19, 20] . A few generalizations of these scenarios have been considered in Refs. [33] [34] [35] [36] .
We consider the ECT in five-dimensional spacetime with the Randall-Sundrum metric [19] 
where the fifth dimension, y, is compactified on an S 1 /Z 2 orbifold, corresponding to the interval 0 ≤ y ≤ πR. The Kaluza-Klein (KK) decomposition of fivedimensional fermions into chiral four-dimensional ones [37] [38] [39] [40] , taking into account for phenomenological reasons only the zero KK modes and using the profiles from Refs. [41, 42] , is
with
where
The Clifford algebra in five dimensions can be constructed using the four-dimensional one. The gamma matrices in five-dimensional spacetime are
With this definition, the product of gamma matrices in Eq. (13) is
Using the chirality condition γ * ψ r± = ±ψ r± , the TFFIs in Eq. (13) can be written in the zero-mode approximation as (see Ref. [43] )
Notice that the axial-tensor term in Eq. (19) must be discarded by phenomenological reasons. This is required by the presence of chiral fermions in the four-dimensional effective theory, leading, as demonstrated in Ref. [44] , to the orbifold boundary condition ±γ * f r (y) = f r (−y). Since before the dimensional reduction the termΨ r γ µν γ * Ψ r is odd under y → −y, it must vanish identically [22] . Thus, in four dimensions, we are left with only the axial-vector torsion-induced interaction in Eq. (19) . We rewrite the corresponding part of the Lagrangian in the form
where i, j are the fermion generation induces and the fermion currents can be written in the manifestly SM gauge invariant form
Here L and Q are the left-handed lepton and quark electroweak doublets, while e R , u R , d R are the electroweak singlets. Thus, the torsion generates in four-dimensional theory the SM gauge-invariant four-fermion interactions. However, as we commented at the end of Sec. II, we do not consider the complete implementation of the SM gauge symmetry to the gravity framework in question. Instead, we adopt here the low-energy approach dealing with the broken phase of the SM symmetry, taking into account only the known SM fermions specified in Eq. (22) with measured values of their masses and participating in the SM interactions plus the torsion-induced interactions in Eq. (21).
Using the definitions κ [45]), we obtain
Let us note that in the following the effects of curvature in the effective theory in four dimensions are ignored, due to the fact that the Universe is essentially flat (cf. Ref. [46] ). This fact has been used before in Refs. [21, 23, 47] and allows us to discriminate between the EHT and the ECT of gravity. Moreover, this condition is compatible with the independence of the Riemaniann curvature and torsion.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM PRECISION MEASUREMENTS OF Z-BOSON DECAY
Here we analyze the contribution of the torsioninduced interactions to the one-loop form factors of the gauge bosons trilinear couplings to leptons. Considering that the gauge sector of the SM is torsion free, the only effect of torsion comes through the four-fermion contact (axial-vector)⊗(axial-vector) terms in Eq. (19) .
The neutral gauge boson-fermion vertex
We decompose the form factors into the tree-level and one-loop contributions
. The tree-level part F tree i corresponds to the usual SM couplings of photon or Z boson to the fermions, while the one-loop term δF i (k 2 ) may also receive contributions from beyond the SM interactions. In our case, they are the TFFIs [also known as Eq. (19)].
The corresponding one-loop calculations have been carried out in Ref. [48] for the Lagrangian
where r and s denote flavor indices as in the previous sections. We use the results of Ref. [48] taking into account both s-and t-channel contributions with external electrons and with all of the possible particles running in the loop. Following Ref. [48] , we used the normalization (25) is coupled to the photon field, the only nonvanishing form factor would be F γ V , due to the absence of (axial) tensor interactions forbidden in Eq. (19) by the orbifold condition in the RS scenario [see the comment after Eq. (20)]. Thus, there are no phenomenologically interesting torsion contributions to the fermionic anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments.
Then we focus on the Z 0 boson coupling to electrons and evaluate the torsion contribution to the corresponding form factors at Z 0 pole. The nonvanishing contributions are
We take the renormalization scale equal to the Z-boson
With these results, we are ready to calculate the fourfermion torsion contribution to one of the best experimentally studied quantities, the decay width of Z-boson to the electron-positron pair. We decompose the theoretical value of this observable into two parts
where Γ SM = (84.00 ± 0.01) MeV (30) is the theoretical prediction of the SM (cf. Ref. [27] ) and the four-fermion contribution is given by
Substituting expressions shown in Eqs. (27) and (28) we find δΓ 4FI = 9.87 × 10
The best updated experimental value of Z 0 boson decay width into the electron-positron pair is [27] Γ exp = (83.984 ± 0.086) MeV.
Below we denote the standard experimental deviation from the best fit value as ∆ exp = 0.086 MeV. We require that the SM contribution taken together with the torsion one be compatible with the experimental data (32) . This leads to the condition
with the statistical factor α = 1.64 for the 95% C.L. limits (cf. Ref. [27] ). Here Γ th is defined in Eq. (29) . In Fig. 1 , the solid line shows the dependence of the four-fermion contribution δΓ 4FI to the Z 0 -boson decay width on the scale Λ. 
To solve the hierarchy problem in the RS scenario, the value M * ∼ 1 TeV has been fixed. Using the stabilization value kR ∼ 10 (see Ref. 
where the strongest limit comes from fermions localized near to the Planck brane, which was expected due the enhancement of the gravitational scale close to this brane.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered Dirac fermions coupled with the (minimal) ECT of gravity. Within this framework, a four-fermion contact interaction arises, which preserves lepton number and fermions are paired by flavor. For this minimal generalization of the EHT of gravity, the new fermion interaction is suppressed by the gravitational scale, which in four dimensions is the Planck mass, M Pl ∼ 10
19
GeV. In order to circumvent this suppression, the gravitational scale should be much lower, not too far from the electroweak scale. This is also suggested by the arguments of radiative stability of the Higgs boson mass. We considered the Randall-Sundrum scenario, which does not suffer of the problems of hierarchical scales. It suggests the existence of one large extra dimension compactified on a S 1 /Z 2 orbifold, and a fundamental gravitational scale (M * ), which gives rise to an effective (exponentially enhanced) Planck mass through a dimensional reduction. We implemented the torsional gravity into this scenario.
The four-fermion interaction in five-dimensions yields both axial-vector and (axial) tensor interactions. Interestingly, the orbifold structure of the extra dimension in RS scenarios requires vanishing the (axial) tensor terms, for the effective four-dimensional theory to contain chiral fermions. For this reason, there are no phenomenologically meaningful torsion contributions to the fermionic anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments.
On the other hand the remaining (axial-vector)⊗(axial-vector) torsion-induced interactions give a contribution to the width of Z 0 → e + e − , which allowed us to extract from the existing experimental data upper limits on the compactification radius in the RS setup. These limits shown in Eq. (36) are more stringent then the corresponding limits previously derived in the literature (see, for instance, Refs. [24, 25] and references therein).
Note that these limits are not going to change even after the complete implementation of the SM gauge symmetry in the ECT gravity framework, not considered in the present work. This is because the only phenomenologically relevant remnant of of the ECT, the TFFI in Eq. (21), is already SM gauge invariant.
